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Abstract

The complication of technological processes due to the modernization of
complex technological processes aggregates with a distributed spatial infras-
tructure requires the use of new control systems and computer and informa-
tion network technologies. Accordingly, this poses the problem of revising
the basic concepts of information-measuring systems building, developing
software and hardware for the implementation of the target management
process. This requires development of new approaches to presentation, pro-
cessing, and display of data about the aggregates state of energy-active
objects and the entire information structure. For management under threat
conditions, it is necessary to take into account the features of the infor-
mation infrastructure, data selection and processing methods, methods and
algorithms for classifying the situation, which are formed from blocks of data
obtained from each unit and the technological process as a whole.

Information about the current state of system and infrastructure is nec-
essary for the formation, adoption and implementation of management
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decisions which is the basis for coordination strategies synthesis. Appropriate
target orientation, reasonable indicators of real process trajectories
divergence from the target state determine the probability of object attack.
Knowledge and decision-making procedures for the coordination of manage-
rial actions is based on the strategic target orientation of the structure, their
professionalism and the level of intellectual, cognitive and scientific training
which is the basis for correct situation interpretation of countermeasures
against threats formation.

In the event of active threats complex on man-made systems in a cer-
tain region (resource, cognitive, system, information) and natural disasters
or military operations, the threats lead to active destruction or failure of
the production process. In order to functionally withstand related produc-
tion structures, when loyal to the industrial relations concept, they need
to integrate at the strategic management level on common goal basis to
reduce risks. If necessary, to increase sustainability, they can be integrated at
operational management level using interconnections at the production and
resource levels. To do this, it is necessary to develop a strategic and goal-
oriented management system behaviour line, which requires informational
and intelligent data processing at the highest level using cognitive creative
methods.

For each level of the infrastructure hierarchy, oriented towards strategic
goals in the global infrastructure dynamic environment, methods of assessing
the situation to detect failures and the actions of attacks have been developed,
based on which countermeasures are formed depending on the type of threats.

Keywords: Cyber security, infrastructure, system, management, cogni-
tive models, information technologies, strategies, risks, target orientation,
hierarchy.

1 Introduction and Problem Structure

Modern analysis stage of dynamics and goals of whole-oriented hierarchical
systems infrastructure functioning with corporate and other types of man-
agement shows that current crisis and emergency situations arise due to past
design errors. Uncertainty and undefined clarity of goals, underestimation of
resources, selection of unclear strategies and main goals, under the influence
of cognitive failures in decision-making conditions, insufficient qualification
of personnel, failure to take into account external threats, inability to predict
active events for a long period of time. Determining threats level at the
expense of a low level of management training, respectively, leads to the
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collapse of infrastructure (region, state and local systems) in active aggressive
threats conditions of structural, resource, information type, which cannot be
predicted in management cycle terminal time.

The problematic situation is that modern management methods do not
sufficiently use logic-cognitive models of person who makes the decisions
(cognitive intelligent agent), and even more so, little attention is paid to
team’s formation due to achieve effective management in threats conditions
(man-made structures cyber security cognitive components with hierarchy in
terms of attacks resistance integration).

The urgency of solving the problem. In modern production and socio-
communal structures, telecommunication and communication systems and
management of complex systems with a hierarchical organization, the causes
of extreme and emergency situations can be both embedded errors in projects
and, accordingly, in goals and strategies. Active attacks, failures, malfunc-
tions (decreased reliability and resources) lead to a functioning failure.
If production aggregate level produces increasing functional reliability prob-
lems then at the upper levels of control hierarchy, information and cognitive
type failures and threats leads to accidents. Intellectual and cognitive errors
of operative personnel cause (become) the cause of disasters or emergency
situations in which the system loses its intended functionality, and infor-
mational and targeted disorientation of strategic-level personnel destroys the
infrastructure.

In accordance with system goals, it is necessary to form reliability and
functionality requirements of units, management structure which would take
into account possible types of threats and attacks. Operational personnel’s
knowledgeable intellectual and cognitive characteristics and a way of their
thinking determine the ability to make strategic creative decisions in emer-
gency situations, which require a new approach to selection of operational
and strategic management personnel. Cyber security as strategic security
of infrastructure management is an urgent problem of ensuring functional
stability according to the target tasks and is based on high-quality information
and intellectual support of situations assessment in the formation, adoption
and implementation of goal-oriented decisions in the conditions of threats,
resource and structural and other types of attacks on infrastructure.

2 References Analysis

Articles [1, 2] are devoted to the problems of building procedures for
making effective management decisions in technical and economic systems.
The work [3] is devoted to the large systems organization theory, in which the
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basic models of structure construction, functioning models, open manage-
ment strategies, resource and strategic games, problems of effective design
are considered. The data processing, classification and forecasting methods
as the basis for the formation of the decision-making process are considered
in works [4, 6]. Methods of expert systems theory for use in complex
systems in the formation of management decisions are considered in works
[7–9]. Theory of coordination in management processes is considered in the
works [10]. Cognitive technologies of situation assessment are shown in [11],
risk models in intellectual strategies formation in [13]. Intellectual agent
activity method based on ontology is considered in [12]. In [14] problem of
management in situation change conditions under the influence of decision-
making process violations is considered. The work [15] substantiates system
analysis methods of decision-making process in social, organizational, and
technological structures. Works [16, 18] disclose methods of complex sys-
tems designing and protecting them from attacks as well as system strategic
security. The monograph [17] examines information wars types. The research
results used in [19] are devoted to information technologies analysis, the
concept of their development, platforms and standards, software and expert
systems, fuzzy logic.

3 Aim and Object of Study

On the basis of system analysis, information and logic-cognitive technolo-
gies, determine and justify indicators for identifying the causes of crisis
and emergency situations in complex integrated man-made systems with
hierarchical infrastructure. In the event of threats and attacks on the process
and management goals of each related industries infrastructures, an important
means of their stability is integration as informational, intellectual resource
component for development of a strategic line to counter threats, which is
necessary to ensure effectiveness of countermeasures methods and high cyber
security level.

Object of study. Infrastructure, goals and dynamics of complex man-made
systems in the complex of spatially-distributed integrated production and
economic components and resources of national economy of the region.

The tasks of management in complex systems dynamics researching
under integrated conditions of threats:

• Based on system analysis and theory of hierarchical structures sub-
stantiate cognitive principles of coordination and information support
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of formation and decision-making process in the attacks conditions on
the terminal time intervals of the infrastructure functioning against the
action of active threats various types;

• Based on information technology and intellectual data processing pre-
pare justification of ACS (Automated Control System) strategy support
against attacks and threats in the current time period and their hetero-
geneity as well as strategic coordination and infrastructure integration.

• To justify the logic-cognitive method of situations expert analysis
in ACS under the influence of threats and informative attacks for
making effective, robust decisions for goal-oriented management and
cyber security based on highly qualified expert’s knowledge, who have
high scientific and industrial qualifications and extensive professional
experience in this field;

• To justify the method of intelligent data processing for assessing situ-
ations in the control object under structural and informational threats
and attacks on the ACS, which are based on logic-cognitive methods of
choosing of making goal-oriented decisions using complex methods of
infrastructure cyber security;

• To develop a method of evaluating the effectiveness of information,
cognitive and intellectual operations in the formation of management
decisions under the conditions of active threats and complex attacks,
based on the use of highly qualified expert’s knowledge.

4 An Overview of the Main Material on Managing Complex
Systems Under the Conditions of Resource Threats and
Information Attacks Problem

4.1 The Cognitive Principles of Information Support are
Necessary for the Construction of Procedures and
Algorithms for Cognitive and Logical Situational
Conclusions with Incomplete Data on the Dynamic State of
Technological Systems Under Threat Conditions

The current state of technologies for managing complex objects development
in the information structure of integrated hierarchical systems is characterized
by the presence:

• automated control systems for managing technological processes in
aggregated energy-active technological objects included in the struc-
ture as components with a certain (physical-thermodynamic, energy,
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resource, electrical, information-management) purpose according to the
production type;

• management hierarchy general infrastructure (aggregate control, opera-
tional management, administrative-financial, local tactical and strategic
command management of the lower level of the hierarchy);

• goal-oriented management with coordination strategies for harmonizing
behaviour corporate rules in the formation of local and global goals;

• systems of a complex of cyber security methods and tools.

In accordance with the goals of production and the external situation in
which the investigated infrastructure with a control complex is located, it
is necessary to determine the roles and methods of behaviour (ACS) of the
automated control system in interaction with the operational control team
(constructive agents). It is necessary to evaluate the system interaction at all
levels of the infrastructure:

• IS1 – combined man-machine integrated systems of operational man-
agement of a complex of objects and units;

• IS2,1 – operational-administrative strategic goal-oriented management
at all levels of spatial infrastructure hierarchy;

• IS2,2 – coordination management of integrated infrastructure in state and
private production systems;

• IS3 – systems of operational round-the-clock mode management and
service maintenance of technological facilities.

This requires a high level of professional training, intellectual psycho-
logical stability, and professional maturity from the personnel to counter the
threats.

In critical decision-making moment of control and management, when
threats and attacks on the infrastructure occur, the staff must have appropriate
goal-oriented and motivated behaviour that depends on the cognitive abilities
of individuals and their informativeness and powers. According to cognitive
characteristics, the following basic types of thinking of an operational worker
can be distinguished, which are necessary for him during effective and con-
structive processing of data, when forming management decisions to counter
threats.

• KM1 – with a scenario-based imagination of events development in
the system and imaginative thinking when forming decisions based
on subconsciously accumulated knowledge and acquired professional
experience;
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• KM2 – with analytical structured thinking, based on the events analysis,
synthesis of strategies and action plans using ordered basic knowledge
about the structure and dynamics, the purpose of the functioning of the
hierarchy and each technological system unit;

• KM3 – creative logic-systemic thinking characterizes the ability to take
an integrated approach when forming solutions in extreme and emer-
gency situations, the search for non-standard solutions to stabilize the
functions of the integrated infrastructure and its cyber security.

Accordingly, at the top level of the hierarchy, decisions should be made by
individuals of the second type KM2, but with vagueness and incompleteness
of data on the situation at different levels of the hierarchy and from informa-
tion systems of ACS-TP and laboratory control operators, experts with a third
type of thinking should be connected. These individuals with a high level of
intelligence provide a complete analysis of data about the situation due to
a high level of knowledge, the ability to model and interpret the situation
in a hierarchy, to form operative actions to prevent emergency situations
at objects, blocks, units of technological systems (Figure 1). Functional
stability of the hierarchy in crisis situations in the integrated infrastructure
can be provided by operative management workers with creative thinking
{KM 1,KM 2,KM 3}, which are the core team of goal-oriented management
of the process and cyber security of the infrastructure.
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Figure 1 Systemic – informational interaction of threats and ACS – cognitive agent.
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Notation: IS – hierarchical structure, Ci – goals, {Fi} – disturbance factors,
KIA – cognitive intellectual agent, {KMi} – cognitive thinking type, αr –
emergency risk level, {Ri} – resource flows.

Given scheme of system-information threats is the basis for building cat-
egorical logic-cognitive diagrams of management data flows and interaction.

5 Expert Analysis of the Situation when Threats Affect the
Management Process

5.1 Intelligent Operations in Target Decision-making Procedures

The most complex element of the management process is the intellectual
actions of processing information and making management decisions by the
operator (cognitive agent). Information systems as part of ACS-TP should
be oriented for the selection of non-standard operational and technological
data from the hierarchical structure, their algorithmic processing and classi-
fication according to the specified characteristics, which provides the team
(agents – managers) with an intellectual basis for the formation of strategies
for exiting the crisis on the basis of a creative selection of permissible
strategies using informational and intellectual combinations of operations.

In complex systems with a hierarchical infrastructure, with the command
method of decision-making at the operational, administrative and strategic
corporate levels, under the threat of active information attacks, decision
support systems (DSS) are used for the whole oriented management.

The DSS include in their structure experts who, on the basis of knowledge
engineering for each subject area, form a knowledge base necessary to
support decision-making in the dialogic mode of implementing management
in crisis conditions and emergency situations of infrastructure operation.

Accordingly, experts should specialize in areas of knowledge and
technology – resource, aggregate – technological, operational manage-
ment and information – measurement systems, administrative and strategic
management.

Coordinating management in complex man-made situations of threats
and accidents is based on team decision-making methods by experts under
the leadership of a leader who, in the mode of dialogue with the strategic
level of the hierarchy, takes measures to eliminate threats based on a situation
assessment.

Intellectual thinking and operations of forming strategic goal-oriented
coordination solutions provide relevant expert assessments:
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• logical-cognitive processing of situations images formed on the basis
of information technologies, to assess the position of the system in the
space of goals;

• events development scenario analysis relative to the target state of the
system and determination of the deviation degree;

• on the basis of the divergence degree, form a procedure for the strategies
synthesis, tactics and action plans, which are translated into teams of
consecutive targeted actions;

• on the basis of an assessment of changes in situations, if the goals are
not achieved, move to coordination strategies.

• Information operations in the decision-making procedures for the man-
agement of the IACS (Intellectual ACS):

• data flow processing, information-algorithmic, for assessing situations
in the space of states and building an image of situations in an energy-
active object;

• analysis of the behaviour trajectory of the object’s mode parameters
relative to the specified loading and performance coordinates;

• determination of the state trajectory deviation degree from the given
mode;

• if the target area is not reached due to the implemented strategy,
under the condition of approaching the limit mode, the new situation
is assessed as non-standard.

5.2 Terminal Defense Against Infrastructure Hierarchy Attacks

According to the target tasks, the production system includes the hierarchy
management levels, the technological aggregate structure of the energy-active
system (Figure 2):

• aggregated technological line in which the products production process
(automated control) takes place;

• (IMS) – an information-measuring system for data selection and trans-
mission to ACS-TP for forming control commands (automatic mode);

• automatic technological process control system (ACS-TP);
• an operational management unit with a display and panel complex

for displaying information and means and a mechanism for executing
management and coordinating commands (human resources) (OMU-
MC);

• unit for administrative and technological management of the production
plans implementation (human resources) (UA-TM);
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Figure 2 Terminal counter attack diagram.

• strategic management unit using operational and expert support (high-
level human resource) (SMU);

• the information model of the production process, as a basis for the
formation of management decisions according to the dynamic situation
(IMS functioning benchmark), (databases and knowledge bases, DSS,
experts).

In accordance with the structure of the system and target tasks, tech-
nologies for acquiring and using knowledge to solve management tasks in
automatic and operational mode are being formed (Figure 2).

Accordingly, the infrastructure of production complexes can include a
certain number of technological systems with appropriate corporate man-
agement, which are united by the products type, priorities in the foreign
market, strategic goals, financial resources, which provides with production
and functional stability at the intersystem level.

Accordingly, expert analysis on the terminal interval is carried out
according to the diagram of countering attacks on the interval.

In accordance with the target task, a team of expert systems (experts)
is used to counter cyberattacks on infrastructure (Figure 3), which includes
relevant persons specialized in areas of knowledge complex:

• resources protection;
• an expert on the structuring of technological line units;
• experts in information and measurement systems and data processing;
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Figure 3 Hierarchy scheme of management systems expert team of the production structure
with potentially dangerous aggregated infrastructure objects.

• experts in assessing situations and identifying indicators of possi-
ble types of threats (management, resource attacks, informational and
intellectual, logical-systemic, cognitive and psychological);

• experts in strategic management of goal-orientation;
• experts in integration coordination methods in solving integrated infras-

tructure cyber security problems.

PDO – a potentially dangerous technologically active object (reactor);
MT – measuring transducer; EM – executive mechanism; IMS – information
and measurement system; ASC-TP – automatic technological process control
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system; ES – expert system; IA – intelligent agent-expert; IAκc – a team of
intelligent expert agents, {τi} – factors of active attacks on the ACS system,
attacks ⟨Fbıe...FgS⟩ – resource and information.

5.3 Hierarchy of Information and Intellectual Management
Support

Hierarchy of information and intellectual support includes the following
structures that implement the management process:

• production system structure, which includes the aggregated structure
of the management object, the information and measurement system
(IMS), the automated technological process control system (ACS-TP)
and, accordingly, the three-level system of operational management,
administrative technological management and strategic management,
which is connected with an expert decision support system;

• expert system structure, which includes the sub-module of logical
inference and the sub-module of the dynamic expert system, while
the decision-making process is based on the cognitive ordered logical
structure of the system of technical sciences and on the logical block
(explanation system, logical structure of conclusions construction,
knowledge base and knowledge interpreter);

• expert management support structure, the dynamic set of the expert
system, the cognitive structure of the intelligent agent as a generator
of strategies for targeted decisions, the quality of which depends on the
intellectual level of the staff and their creativity while making decisions
in extreme situations;

• database and knowledge base about the production process and its
structural organization.

Designation for the category diagram of the management process
(Figure 4): {Ci} – system goals, ACS – automated control system,

ACS

Alg 
(Oy)

BCO ATCU DCS

ES/EKB

Сі

ACS

IMS

{FaAi}

 
Figure 4 Categorical diagram of the intelligent management process.
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BCO – basic control object, ES/EKB – an expert system with a knowl-
edge base for expert assessment of situations, ATCU – object automatic
technological control unit, DCS – decision coordination system.

6 Informational and Intellectual Provision of Data Flow
Processing for Expert Conclusions About Object
Dynamics and Selection of Purposeful Management
Strategies

In technological structures, it is impossible to manage processes without data
selection, their processing, and in case of incompleteness – replenishment
due to the knowledge of experts. Let’s consider the expert system functioning
stages, the management knowledge base, which is formed due to the totality
of knowledge and awareness of production and management personnel, their
intellectual actions based on an operations complex (Figure 5):

• Stage 1. Formation of a strategic target task;
• Stage 2. The choice of ES mode strategies for a specific subject area;
• Stage 3. Identification, in which tasks are grouped into classes, that must

be solved first of all in order to clarify the target tasks and identify risk
factors;

• Stage 4. Conceptualization, during which a meaningful analysis of the
subject area related to production technology is carried out;

• Stage 5. Main concepts and their interrelationships are highlighted,
methods and strategies for solving problems that arise during the
technological process in real time are defined;

• Stage 6. Formalization, i.e. languages for presenting data and tasks,
software tools are selected, methods of knowledge presentation are
developed;

• Stage 7. The main concepts are being formalized, which ensures the
perception of the situation by operational personnel;

• Stage 8. Development of rules for structuring the hierarchical organiza-
tion of infrastructure.

So, the role of a person is reduced to that of an expert:

• IA1 – processes data and knowledge of the subject area;
• IA2 – in accordance with the target task chooses a scheme, proce-

dure, algorithm and strategy for its solution based on the risk factors
identification;
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Figure 5 Diagrams of logic-cognitive procedures for processing data from objects using
information technologies and a set of system operations (SOi).

• IA3 – lack of data and incomplete knowledge searches for methods
of supplementing their knowledge within the framework of the basic
theory;

• IA4 – based on heuristics, generates hypotheses about problem solving
schemes;

• IA5 – chooses procedures or algorithms according to functioning refer-
ence models of the production system and goal-oriented strategies;

• IA6 – finding the appropriate scheme for solving the task (problem), the
expert describes problem area in the form of a set of facts and rules
(proof, solution);

• IA7 – fills ES with new knowledge (as the basis of ES self-learning
process);

• IA8 – transmits data to operational personnel for decision-making.
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• Accordingly, the appropriate stages of searching for a method of solv-
ing management problems in dialog mode are developed with the
appropriate sequence, to the target task and the problem situation;

• IA9 – generation of strategic and local goals for infrastructure function-
ing.

• R1 – ES client consultation mode – IA: during the operator-intelligent
agent dialogue (IA) with ES, the solution of the problem in the subject-
oriented area is provided, using the formed knowledge base and DB, ES,
and situational data of a certain level of reliability;

ES awareness mode of its own essence of the cognitive component
through self-testing includes decision-making procedures based on logical
explanation schemes, scheme mechanisms, proof procedures when solving
test problems (self-diagnosis) in the structure of the production system – a
system involved in strategic management.

Main concepts are laid out in diagrams according to the target task of
sustainable goal-oriented infrastructure management:

Table 1 Compliance of system characteristics with the requirements of given integration in
the management system

Integration Requirements Integration Signs
1. Targeted integration

V 1.1 All-factor goals
determination

V2.1 The goals disposition takes into
account internal and external factors
influencing their determination

V 1.1a Non-contradiction and
compatibility of goals

V2.1a Objectives are structured as a result
of decomposition

2. Functional integration
V 1.2 Functions coordination

with management goals
V2.2 The functional system structuring

corresponds to the target based on
the decomposition

V 1.2a Management functions
duplication elimination

V2.2a Management functions completed
collapse

3. Organizational integration
V 1.3 Consistency of the

organizational
management structure
with the target and
functional structures

V2.3 In the system organizational
elements (in subdivisions,
subsystems), goals are fixed,
management functions are localized,
and target and functional tasks are
defined.

(Continued)
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Table 1 Continued
Integration Requirements Integration Signs

V 1.4 Regulation and
inter-element coherence
of actions in the
management process.

V2.4 The distribution and consolidation
(coordination is taken into account)
of the actions organizational
elements which are being performed
in decision-making processes and
implementation of them in the
management system has been
carried out.

V 1.5 Ensuring the throughput
of control system
elements

V2.5 The distribution of the load on the
system elements is optimized

V 1.6 Resistance of the
management system to
destructive influences

V2.6 Control over the system integration
parameters has been established and
countermeasures against
disintegration has been developed

4. Cognitive procedural activation
V 1.7 Changes update during

system functioning
V2.7 Procedures for self-regulation and

system reengineering, taking into
account the controlled parameters of
integration, have been developed

V 1.8 Professional and cognitive
qualities of developers
and implementers of
integrated solutions

V2.8. Professional compliance and
cognitive compatibility of personnel
are achieved, which makes it
possible to make and implement
integrated decisions.

5. Information integration
V1.9 Consistency of the

information structure with
target, functional,
organizational structures
(“info-structural”
positioning)

V2.9 The information structure ensures
the concentration and localization of
information in the elements of the
target, functional, organizational
structures

V1.10 Information shared use in
the management system

V2.10 Availability of a single information
database corresponding to the
functional management needs

V1.11 Elimination of
unnecessary duplication
of information in the
management system

V2.11 The minimum necessary level
information duplication

(Continued)
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Table 1 Continued
Integration Requirements Integration Signs

V1.13 Information compatibility
in elements of the
management system

V2.13 Transformation of non-uniform
information into uniform
information for data comparison is
provided

V1.14 Information aggregation
about activities progress
and results, management
system state

V2.14 Availability of accounting methods,
data synthesis and generalization
means about system functioning

6. Economic integration
V1.15 Business entity

management system
structures and economic
performance indicators
consistency

V1.15 Economic effect indicator and
effect-forming indicators are
structured in accordance with
management system structure and
applied management concept and
are representative for determining of
economic entity state

V1.16 Integration risks
assessment

V 2.16 System of economic indicators is
hierarchically arranged, vertically
and horizontally positioned and
acceptable for economic
performance coordinated
management

V1.17 Ensuring actions
economic expediency in
the management process
to achieve economically
efficient performance of
business entity

V2.17 Available methods and means of
actions intellectualization
(“knowledge economy”) for
economic justification of
management decisions regarding the
impact on the economic effect and
business entity state

7. Instrumentally – applied management integration
V1.18 Penetration of the

management process by
management levels on the
basis of unification and
standardization of
information
transformation processes

V2.18 Typicality, modularity and
non-duplication of information
technologies have been achieved

V1.19 Security of information
storage and
transformation processes.
Compatibility of
decision-making and
implementation processes

V2.19 Available information control and
protection means and processes of
its transformation

(Continued)
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Table 1 Continued
Integration Requirements Integration Signs

V1.20 Possibility of conflicts V2.20 Available information technologies
means for designing solutions, from
monitoring of their implementation
on a single design database and
execution information with the use
of unified information and process
technologies

Informational - system and cognitive diagram of integration risks

V11 v11a

ɑr1,1
V21 V22

ɑr21

V22 V22a V23

ɑr2

V22 V22a

ɑr22

V13 ɑr3 V23ɑr23

V14

V16

V15

V17

ɑrisk ɑrisk

V24 V25

V26

V18 V19 V110

V111

ɑrk ɑrisk

V29 V28 V27

V210 V211 V212

Target requirements Target signs

Functional requirements Functional signs

Organizational requirements Organizational signs

Management Management

Cognitive Cognitive

Economic integration Safety sign

ResultStop - + Optym 

[ V1,12-V1,14], [V1,15,V1,16] [v2,12-V2,14],[V2,15 – V2,17]

Figure 6 Uncoordinated requirements risks scheme for system integration.
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Positions (Vij) – information requirements components and infrastructure
integration features.

On the basis of above table, which was developed by a team of experts
who meet the qualification requirements that ensure the system integration
procedures at all levels, let’s build a categorical risks scheme that arise in the
event of errors in the integration procedure. Since systems of a hierarchical
type in sense of structure of resource and financial opportunities management
strategy are not homogeneous, it is difficult to ensure management efficiency
from the point of view of possibility of forming management teams that
would be non-conflict and professionally homogeneous. This would make
it possible to ensure conflict-free management activities in the conditions of
threats based on the definition of a team leader.

Possible risks assessment of complex state based on activity type combi-
nation and integration degree is based on Table 2, which is formed by expert
analysis in real time of production and events in external environment in
competition conditions.

Table 2 Complex state possible risks assessment based on a combination of the activity type
and the integration degree

Activity Degree Complex State Components Evaluation
State Effect Integration
Type Change Change Economic Condition Integration State
1 2 3 4 5
1.1 αr1 < αd αr1 < αd Planned and

achieved
Planned and
achieved

1.2 αr2 ≤ αd αr2 < αd Weakened state for
previously achieved
planned integration
state

Achieved as
planned, but with a
caveat about hidden
disintegration

1.3 αr3 ≤ αd αr3 ≤ αd Reinforced state for
planned integration
state

Effective achieved
planned state

1.4 αr4 = αd αr4 > αd Planned state in
weakened
integration state
conditions

Weakened state with
clear disintegration,
which in general did
not affect the
economic state

1.5 αr5 ≥ αd αr5 ≥ 2αd Planned state under
a weakened
integration state

Weakened state with
clear disintegration,
which negatively
affected the
economic state

(Continued)
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Table 2 Continued
Activity Degree Complex State Components Evaluation

State Effect Integration
Type Change Change Economic Condition Integration State
1 2 3 4 5
1.6 αr6 ≤ αd αr6 ≤ 2αd A strengthened

state in conditions
of weakened
integration state

Weakened state with
clear disintegration,
which did not
prevent
strengthening of
economic state

1.7 αr7 < αd αr7 < 0, 5αd Planned state under
enhanced
integration state

Strengthened state,
which did not
ensure economic
state strengthening

1.8 αr8 ≥ 3αd αr8 → max Weakened state
with ineffective
strengthening of
integration state

Strengthened state
that negatively
affected the
economic state due
to hidden
disintegration

1.9 αr9 ≤ 0.5αd αr9 → min Enhanced state in
the conditions of
enhanced
integration state

Strengthened state,
which had a positive
effect on the
economic state

7 Conclusion

According to the target task of developing methods for solving infrastructure
cyber security problems, the following were completed:

• Literature sources analysis on the issues of man-made infrastructure
cyber security, resistance to attacks and recovery in the conditions of
threats;

• Tasks that need to be solved to ensure the attack and threats management
system countermeasures to the infrastructure and the system itself, the
target management strategy were substantiated;

• Cognitive principles of information support necessary for the creation
of active countermeasures strategies against attacks on the management
structure based on coordination strategies and goal orientation were
substantiated;
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• An expert analysis of emerging situations in the event of threats was con-
ducted and an operations diagram for detecting and countering attacks
was constructed;

• Data flow processing methods information provision for determining the
sign indicators by an expert system as the strategy basis for countering
threats was substantiated;

• Process of interaction between operational and target, cognitive and
automated decision-making levels of the management hierarchy was
analysed;

• System concept of integration processes and coordination structure of
goal-oriented management was substantiated.

Solving the above problems at the system and information level can help
modernize the existing infrastructure and improve their design process to
increase complex cyber security level.
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